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our community is our foundation.

Emergency department trends through Covid
Last summer and throughout 2020, people were staying away
from emergency departments (EDs) across Ontario and South
Muskoka Memorial Hospital was no different. They called
it “Covid hesitancy” and it was driven by fear of increased
exposure to Covid when visiting a hospital. The ED typically
sees a whopping 25% of annual visits during the two summer
months of July and August. Compared to summer 2019,
summer 2020 saw an 11% drop in emergency department visits.
Then summer 2021 brought the ED visits almost back to preCovid levels.
The reason for the summer 2021 numbers is complex to
unravel. “The increase,” says Dr. John Simpson, Director and
Chief of Emergency Services, “is because many people who
would usually be travelling have stayed home in Ontario and
we’ve had more people coming to our area and staying here.”
He suspects the numbers would have risen even higher had
there not been other factors at play, such as the introduction

“We’re here to look after you and please know that the ED
is a safe place to come. We’re fortunate in our community
to have the necessary equipment and we have a good
group of staff here to help you.”

of the new Ontario Virtual Doctor program.
Another trend in the ED is what doctors call a ‘higher level
of acuity’ or patients coming into the ED with more severe
injuries. “Part of that is risk behaviour,” says Simpson, such as
water sports and outdoors activities, very typical of Muskoka
summers but exacerbated by Covid. “People have been
cooped up and locked down, so we’re seeing the effects of
that.” The other part is an aspect of Covid hesitancy where
people don’t visit the ED until their health issue becomes more
severe. Along with that are increased visits from those patients
waiting longer for surgery and encountering complications as
a result of those delays.
The two new secure rooms that have been built in the
emergency department last year have been heavily used, in
fact, Simpson says rarely a day goes by when there isn’t at least
one in use when he starts his ED shift. The rooms are used
for numerous purposes — safety and security being foremost.
Patients waiting for mental health assessments or psychiatric

issues have all increased.” He believes the Narcan program
(administering medication to counteract an overdose) has
contributed in saving lives and helping people stay away from
the ED.
The biggest threat to the ED is the level of staff burnout. “The
fourth wave will keep coming,” says Simpson. “Segregating and
treating people makes our work exhausting.” This constant
hyper-vigilance with Covid protocols is necessary to protect
themselves, the current patient and the next patient. Staff
shortages occur when employees are too exhausted and turn
down extra shifts when offered, a problem that didn’t exist preCovid.
Despite all this, “We’re optimistic, hopeful and we’re trying our
best,” says Simpson. “The community knows we’re hanging in
there but it has turned into a Covid marathon. We’ve learned a

treatment elsewhere will have privacy and safety in these

lot but we don’t know which mile we’re on.”

rooms. They also are used to safely detain violent patients.

Despite the challenges, Simpson says, “We’re here to look after

Increased hospitalization from drug abuse reported elsewhere

you and please know that the ED is a safe place to come. We’re

in Ontario hasn’t happened at our hospital. But it could, warns

fortunate in our community to have the necessary equipment

Simpson. “Civil violence, spousal abuse and mental health

and we have a good group of staff here to help you.”

Two dedicated leaders set to retire
By late 2021, two of the best-known faces at the hospital
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She is respected for going

I am very proud of what we have
achieved together ... Everything has a
beginning and an end and the timing
to end this chapter seems about as
right as it could be.

contribution and looks fondly back
on their teamwork efforts. “I could get the front door open
and he could explain the needs of the hospital… and 90% of
the time we came away with a cheque or a commitment.”
Miller steadfastly recognizes the community’s role when
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have
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the
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and

collaborative
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with the Foundation Board and staff.” And Miller about
Bubela: “Natalie has been a source of inspiration and pride
for this hospital. I have nothing but respect and admiration
for what she has accomplished during her career at MAHC.”

he says, “While ‘it takes a village to raise a child,’ it takes a

What happens when these two luminaries retire? Well,

community to raise money for a hospital.”

they don’t want to embrace a life of leisure… entirely. They

During their tenures, Miller and Bubela both knew how
important it was to ensure the hospital was equipped
with the latest technology. It was an ongoing challenge to
educate the public about the role of government funding,
which covers operating costs yet provides very little for
hospital equipment. Miller and Bubela knew the message
was becoming understood when the two major capital
campaigns of the Foundation finished ahead of schedule
and surpassed goals. The credit for that, Miller insists, “is a

have both chosen part-time work in the health care and
fundraising arenas. Bubela will continue her role as a health
care surveyor for Accreditation Canada and Miller will be
consulting for other fundraising organizations. There will be
space in their schedules for leisure activities, however. For
Bubela, there will be more time with family, to read, walk
the dogs and travel. For Miller, he says he’s “going to take the
winter to regroup, relax and do some serious downhill skiing
in Ontario and Quebec.”

real testament to the hard work of our volunteers and the

Last words to the community? Bubela says, “Thank you for

generosity of the Muskoka community.”

your support over the past decade. Be kind to my successor

Miller also credits his colleagues as a source of inspiration:
“Sometimes it has been their energy that has renewed my
own interest or reignited my own passion.” Bubela echoes
the gratitude she has for her team: “I have been truly blessed
to work with a fantastic team throughout my tenure.” When

and welcome them to the region and to MAHC.” And Miller’s
last words: “I am very proud of what we have achieved
together and they have been times I will never forget.
Everything has a beginning and an end and the timing to end
this chapter seems about as right as it could be.”

Looking back... with gratitude
COLIN
MILLER
As my last day prior to retirement approaches,
I’m filled
with nostalgia and gratitude. The past
17 years here at the Foundation have been far more rewarding than I anticipated when I walked
through these doors the first time for my interview. It’s you I have to thank for that — your caring
and commitment inspired me as I eagerly looked forward to see what each new day would bring.
In my prior life, I was a seasoned fundraising professional, having
worked on significant campaigns for a number of large city not-forprofits. Yet I yearned for a change, something that would be a new
challenge and draw me more deeply into a community. I knew within
minutes of coming through the door that this was where I wanted to
be.
Working for a community hospital brought a whole new level of
connection for me — within these hospital walls and out into the
community. I came to you as an outsider, a transplant from the city,
yet you always ensured I felt welcome. You invited me into your
home, your club, your cottage and your lives. I saw your passion for
the community and was awed at what it meant to you when we spoke
about the importance of the hospital.
There have been some unique-to-Muskoka experiences I would never
have had if I’d stayed in the city. How many people get the opportunity
to be transported by antique wooden boat to meet with a donor on
a covered porch overlooking Lake
Muskoka? We relaxed, enjoyed
a cold drink and talked about
the needs of the hospital. Only

The times shared, friendships
forged and the incredible successes
we’ve enjoyed have been an
extraordinary part of my life.

in Muskoka. At every turn, I was
honoured to receive contributions
such as those earned from an eightyear-old child knitting headbands
or a memorial golf tournament
that promises to outlive us all.

I’ve pondered why this community is different. Part of it is the depth
of the roots of the families, some going back to the early 1800s, and
another part is the mindset of the people here today. The connections
are bigger in a small community and I am grateful that you let me
build my own bond with Muskoka and with you. Your generosity
and support made my job easier and your dedication to the hospital
ensured my job was thoroughly rewarding.
To all of the wonderful people I’ve had the opportunity to work with
over the past 17 years — thank you. The times shared, friendships
forged and the incredible successes we’ve enjoyed have been an
extraordinary part of my life.

Hospital Auxilary restarts gradually
Prior to March 2020, the South Muskoka Memorial Hospital (SMMH) Auxiliary
was a robust organization, with 177 dedicated volunteers contributing more
than 20,000 hours every year to help patients and fundraising $100,000
each year for hospital equipment. It is a popular avocation with retired
seniors, who enjoy helping people and contributing to their community.
When the Auxiliary’s operations were suspended in March 2020, the
president elect, Maureen Webb, had little experience at SMMH although she
had volunteered for many years at Oakville Trafalgar Hospital. On moving to
Bracebridge she wanted to continue her auxiliarian involvement. Sworn in on
July 6, 2021 and facing the reopening of four of the volunteer programs, the
new president had her hands full. Webb and the volunteers had to be trained
on how to use PPE and the Auxiliary duties had to be redefined.
An example of some of the services Auxiliary members perform include
portering patients to and from day surgery, assisting patients in their rooms,
delivering materials to the lab, running errands for nursing staff and generally
helping staff and patients as needed.
On August 23, the coffeeshop reopened, a welcome service for staff, patients
and visitors. Plans are underway to open the gift shop in the near future.
Webb has high praises for the volunteers, who are dedicated, helpful and
community-minded. One is approaching 55 years with the Auxiliary, 12 have
more than 20 years and 38 others have more than 10 years under their
belts. New volunteers are always welcome. As services continue to re-open
gradually, new recruits are carefully matched with tasks they enjoy the most
and will have plenty of time to receive all training and preparation required.
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Muskoka Motor Rally

revs up fundraising and fun
Three Lake Rosseau siblings on a mission raised $1.2 million in two afternoons over two years, some of which was
directed to the South Muskoka Memorial Hospital. The first afternoon was in August 2020, and the Wachsberg
siblings, Jackie, 24, Daniel, 23 and Andrew, 18 put their heads together and decided to organize a car rally that
circled their lake, created a fun afternoon and combatted Covid-19 by fundraising for emergency care.
Daniel, who developed the clues for the rally, said he and his family moved to the cottage last year to isolate and get
out of the city. They continued to work, but had a lot of spare time on their hands. “We wanted to do something
to combat Covid,” said Daniel, “and our father is on a hospital board in Toronto, so we knew the importance of the
emergency department at a hospital.”

From left event organizer Jackie Wachsberg, Leah Walker
of the South Muskoka Hospital Foundation, MAHC
Emergency Department Physician Dr. Heather Sawula,
MAHC Anaesthetist Dr. Derek Smith and event organizers
Daniel and Andrew Wachsberg.

Event organizers and siblings
Daniel, Jackie and Andrew Wachsberg

They knew the event had to be Covid friendly… so a car
rally where small groups of people would be together
yet isolated in their cars was ideal. Each team, with
two to five members of their bubble, completed a
scavenger hunt that tested their knowledge of the area.
If you were asked what location in Muskoka represents
“first a wrestler then an actor,” would you be able to
answer it? (Have you heard of the Rock golf course?)
The siblings recruited friends to volunteer at the various
checkpoints, and in doing so, introduced some young
people to volunteerism.
“It means the world to us,” said Daniel, “We raised
awareness and helped others our age to understand
that in being part of the community, it’s important to
give back.”

Last year, the rally raised more than $500,000 between
corporate sponsors, team entries and a socially
distanced silent auction for the emergency department
(ED) at Toronto General Hospital. During this summer’s
event, a number of people suggested including their
cottage hospital and so at the second annual Muskoka
Motor Rally in July 2021, the proceeds were shared
between the two hospitals. South Muskoka will receive
funds to support equipment purchases in the ED such
as patient monitors and pediatric cribs.
Will there be a third Muskoka Motor Rally? “Definitely,”
said the siblings who want to make the event annual.
“Our hearts are in helping the community and making
an impact,” said Daniel.
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Thank You for your gift.

South Muskoka Hospital Foundation is grateful for every donation it receives.
The following individuals, businesses, and organizations made gifts of $500 or more
between July 1, 2020 and October 1, 2021.
We make every attempt to ensure the accuracy of this list. If we have accidentally omitted or misspelled your name,
please contact us at the Foundation office.

Madelaine Abbott
Mark Aben
AJL Janssen Landscaping Ltd.
Leo & Christine Alatyppo
Cindi Alexander
Bonnie & David Alexander
All About Kitchens
All Ontario Recycling Inc.
Allport Marina
Don Anderson
Trevor & Lynda Appleby
Daniel & Susan Argiros
Armstrong Dodge
Sally Ashton
Fred & Janet Augerman
Cindy Austin
Ron & Pauline Austin
BAMS Marketing Inc.
Paul L. & Jeanine Barnicke
Tammy & Paul Beelien
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Janet Billett
Blakewood Construction Inc.
Sonja Morawetz & Steven Blevins
John Bosomworth
Bradley Bowes
Bracebridge Machine & Mechanical Inc.
Brent Quarries
Brewers Retail Inc.
Kevin Bright
Brian Brocklehurst
Ian & Gail Brooker
Audrey Brown
Joey Brown
Browning Island Cottagers’ Association
Glen Brownlee
Darren Brownrigg
Joyce Brubaker
Glad Bryce
Natalie & Constantine Bubela
Thomas & Josephine Bunker
Liz Lundell & Guy Burry
Tye & Janet Burt
Don & Diane Burwell
Michael & Terri Buwalda
Cary Cain
Marian & Wilson Campbell

Shirley Campbell
Canadian Tire Bracebridge
William & Jane Cannon
Barbara & Peter Capelle
John Earnest & Monica Carr
Castle Peak Residents’ Council
Castle Peak Retirement Residence Inc.
Cavalcade Ford Ltd.
Charles Norcliffe Baker & Thelma Scott
Baker Foundation
Chestnut Park Real Estate Ltd.
Laurie Thomson & Andrew Chisholm
Chuck McNair Electric Ltd.
Martin & Marilyn Clague
Rob & Sydney Clark
Clarke Muskoka Realty Inc.
Bob Clarke
Sherida & Phillip Clarke
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John & Pattie Cleghorn
Calder Bruce Cleland
Richard & Marilyn Coles
Joan Collins
Joan Colnett
Ronald Coons
Coote, Hiley & Jemmett Ltd.
Isobel Cork
Mary Connolly & Dan Cornacchia
Bob & Fran Cornell
Terry & Helen Corrigan
Arnie & Lauri Coulson
Keith & Jana Coulson
Christopher & Louise Cragg
Wendy Moses & John Craig
A. Roger & Peggy Creasor
Gordon Creber
Katherine & William Cross
Keith & Tacy Cross
John & Elizabeth Curran
Susan & Michael Dabarno
Bruce Danard
Dave Ellis Pro Am Golf Tournament
Steve & Dianne Davidson
Rolph A. & Joan Davis
J. Philip & Margot Dawson
Lenore J. Dawson
William & Joan Dickie

Ruth Dickout
Brian & Shirley Domelle
Don and Shirley Green Charitable
Foundation
Donald F. Hunter Charitable Foundation
Ron & Mary Doty
Anthony Drohomyrecky
Dunc Brown Contracting Ltd.
Robert & Janice Dunlop
David & Nancy Durant
Emily Dworak
Fred Dyck
Earl Ferguson Construction Inc.
Beverley & Richard Eastwood
Diana Eaton
Paul Ecclestone
Edward P. Seagram
Bill & Marion Edwards
Mario Elia
Carol Ellis
Terence Erb
James Erb
Robert & Maureen Erwin
Estate of Alexander McDonald
Estate of Betty Leone Fitzmaurice
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Estate of Dora Rathbun
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Estate of Hubert Beresford Clinch
Estate of Maybelle Dorothy Conley
Estate of Peter John Harris
Jodie & Randy Evans
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John & Lorna Fenn
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Michael Fitton
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Fitzmaurice Brothers Carpentry Ltd.
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Fowler Construction Co. Ltd.
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Bracebridge
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Jane & Phil Garratt
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Patricia Gouinlock
William & Lynne Gray
Bary & Brenda Gray
William & Donna Greavette
Greavette Chevrolet Buick
Cadillac GMC Ltd.
Shirley Green
Darcia Rowntree & Alan Greenberg
Charles Greene
Gaye Greville
Ron & Debby Griffiths
Rob & Marcia Groskorth
Kathleen Gurbin
Larry Hall
John & Elizabeth Hallerman
Brad & Louise Hammond
Paul & Shirley Hammond
Peter & Paula Hampson
Brian & Paula Harrell
Harvey Kalles Real Estate Ltd.
Jane Hawke
Gerry & Wanda Henderson
Janet Henson
Hermant Family Foundation
Henry & Elvira Hildebrandt
Nancy Hill
Harry D.L. & Alverna Hill
David & Donna Hillyard
R. Fern Hiltz
William & Rosalie Hitchcock
Jeff & Judy Hodges
Enno & Marina Hoekstra
Gordon & Shirley Hollingworth
Home Building Centre - Gravenhurst
Courtney Hood
Hoos Law
Joanne Hoskins
James C. & Carol Hoskins

David & Pamela Hough
Carol Howorucha
Mike & Lisa Hudson
John & Elizabeth Hudswell
Shirley Hunt
Lillian Hunter
Neil Hutchinson
Joseph & Janet Hutter
IBM Canada Inc.
Benjamin Imrie
Mary Imrie
Dan Imrie
Bob Jacob
Jason A. Armstrong “Drive Muskoka”
Jay Bajrrang Inc.
Jayne’s Cottages
Andre & Betty Jenkins
Pat & Paul Johnson
Johnston & Daniel Realty Port Carling
JSW Manufacturing Inc.
John & Gisela Jurgeneit
Kawartha Credit Union
Andrea Kelly
Lisa Kelly
Frances Kennedy
Don & Shirley Kennedy
Patrick Kernohan
Boris & Carol Kikely
Tom A. & Janice Knowlton
Paul Krush
Kubota North & the Jackson Family
Wayne & Chris Kummer
Gary & Ellen Lachance
Jan Lackstrom
Lake of Bays Association
Paul Lamont
Stuart & Kim Lang
Donald & Karen Lang
James & Joya Larock
Jaclyne Laurin
Lawrason Foundation
Edie Lawrence
Lee Tak Wai Foundation
Edgar & Jill Leeder
Doug & Maryella Leggat
Steve Lester
Peter Lewis
Lions Club of Baysville
Lions Foundation - Bracebridge
Hubert & France Lippe
Brian & Georgie Lister
Barry & Carol Lockhart
Ronald & Sheila Love
Jon & Nancy Love
Steve Lowden
Peter & Janis Lynd
M & S Whipp Ltd.
MacDonald Griffin Charitable
Foundation

Clyde & Kelly MacDuff
David Mackie
James MacLean
Karen Girling & Bruce MacLellan
Gail & John MacNaughton
Frank & Marie Mahovlich
Bob & Lois Manning
Craig Marshall
Monica Martin
Millie Martin
Karen Martin
Elizabeth Mason
Jane McCleary
James & Anna McConnach
Dorothy McCullough
Iris Watson & Robert McDonald
McDonalds Restaurants of Muskoka
Philip & Deborah McDowell
Robert McEwen
Wayne & Barbara McGill
Brian & Sharon McGrath
Blair McKay
Peter & Margaret McLaren
Peter & Virginia McLaughlin
Jean-Guy Lafleur & Amy McLeish
Carol Conlin & Robert McLeish
David & Peggy McLeish
Katherine McLeod
Allan McLeod
Tom & Cathy McNeice
MICA Sport Canada Inc.
Gregory & Linda Miklas
Walter Milbury
Colin A. Miller
Modern Home Carpet One
Dianne Monteith
Gary & Judy Moore

Robert Moores
John Morrison
Catherine Morrison
Lori Muazami
Neil & Susan Murphy
Craig A. Murray
Muskoka Brewery
Muskoka Chrysler Sales
Muskoka Community Foundation
Muskoka Highlands
Muskoka KIA
Muskoka Lakes Bracelets
Muskoka Lumber & Building
Supply Centre
Muskoka Transport Spare Tires
Muskoka Window & Door Centre
Muriel & Brock Napier
Mark & Donna Naylor
Newall Family Foundation Trust
Newton Glassman Charitable
Foundation
Nick Nicolaou
Normerica Building Systems
Muriel & Don Norsworthy
Hilary Notkin
Edwin & Margot Nufer
Alanne & Georgina O’Gallagher
James Onions
Desmond & Pamela O’Rorke
John O’Rourke
Martin & Sheila O’Shaughnessy
Lou & Jennifer Pagnutti
Paint Lake Ratepayers Association
Barry Peacock
Peerage Realty Partners Inc.
Ian & Elizabeth Phibbs
Pittsburgh Muskoka Foundation
Plad Properties Inc.
Doug & Diane Porter
Michele Power
Neville & Viviene Poy
Propeller Fine Homes
Lorie Pyper
William Rathbun
Paula Ravitz
Rayworth Family
RBC Foundation
George & Alana Reid
John & Pamela Rennie
Bruce & Arlene Reville
Richard S. Hall Insurance Agency Ltd.
John Richardson
William Rivers
Clayton & Daryl Robinson
Robinson Haulage
Rocky Island Tire Co.
Nancy Roper
Rotary Club of Bracebridge
Rotary Club of Gravenhurst

Cathie & Bruce Turner
William & Marilyn Rothdeutsch
UJA Federation of Greater Toronto
Peter F. Sale
United Way of Greater Toronto
Lloyd & Elizabeth Samuel
United Way Ottawa
Donald Sargent
Theresa Vanderburg
Lisa & Robert Saunders
Tony Vanderstelt
Roland Sawchenko
Ken & Sharon Veitch
Linda Schell
Murray Walker
Scotiabank
Walmart Canada Corp
Ron & Pauline Scott
Alan & Carole Ward
Keith & Gayle Mitchell Shantz
Judith Watson
Mary Sharp
Holly Watt
Muriel Shaw
Victoria Weaver
Denise Zarn & James Shenkman
Weismiller Tim-Br Mart
Lydia Shier
Wes Finch & Sons Excavating Ltd.
Judy Shute
Robert West
George & Marion Simpson
Carol White
John Sisson
Katharine Williams
Jeffrey & Marsha Smart
Peter & Eve Willis
Kevin & Natalie Smith
David & Susan Willmot
Gertrude Smith
Michael Wills
Timothy Smith
Henry Wolfond
Keith & Linda Sommerville
James Woodruff
Dave Spagnolo
Bob & Joan Wright
Ken & Kelly Sparfel
Gordon & Michele Young
St. George’s Church - Falkenburg
Cassandra Zehr
Carolyn & F.M. Stafford
Shirley & William Stafford
Dennis & Wendy Stalkie
Richard & Jennifer Stephen
If you would like to give the gift of life, please conMorley & Dawn Stephen
tact the Foundation office or visit our website at
Terryanne Stephen
www.healthmuskoka.ca
Stephen’s Bay Association
Stephen’s Butcher Shop
Jim & Jinty Stewart
Gordon Stokes
Stonegate Private Counsel - Muskoka
John & Mary Storey
Anne E. & Michael Stoten
Peter & Alberta Stringham
Subaru of Muskoka
Anthony & Wendy Sutey
Robert Sutton
Taboo Resort & Conference Centre
Elizabeth Tell-Briese
The Turner Group Inc.
Audrey Thibault
Brian & Nancy Thompson
Jim & Sally Thomson
Walter & Dianne Thur
Maureen & Brian Tickle
Bill & Mary Tingey
Maggie Tomlinson
Tondern Holdings Inc.
Toronto Foundation
Francois Tremblay
Serafino Troiano
True North Log Homes
True North Printed Plastics and
Smart Safe Science

Giving back community highlights
The Rotary Club of Bracebridge provided $10,000 in support of
urgently needed health care equipment.
Pictured: Bracebridge Rotary Past President, Brenda Rhodes and South
Muskoka Hospital Foundation Executive Director, Colin Miller.

2021 marks the 35th consecutive year for the Dave Ellis Pro-Am
Annual Golf Tournament. This year’s event raised $20,000 bringing

the tournament’s 35 year total to $710,000 raised in support of the South
Muskoka Hospital Foundation. From left: Muskoka Lakes Golf and Country
Club Pro Jordan Nathan, Tournament organizers Leslie Cleveland, Katie Doyle, Neil
Paton, Lynne Ellis and Jen Stephen present cheque to South Muskoka Hospital
Foundation Director of Annual Giving Leah Walker.

our community

Bracebridge Tim Hortons owners Kevin & Laura Francis (right)

present a $5,000 cheque to Leah Walker of the South Muskoka Hospital
Foundation. This is the first installment of the Francis family’s $25,000
pledge to the Foundation from their two Bracebridge Tim Hortons
locations.

Tom Young (left) joins Moose FM Radio team
AJ and Remy (centre) to accept a donation from
Bracebridge Mayor Graydon Smith (right) during
the 14th annual 99.5 Moose FM Radiothon. The
Thanksgiving event raised $128,865 to support
renovations and new equipment for the hospital.

Patient Testimonial:

BRENDA PATERSON

“On Monday morning climbing the stairs to my office left me feeling faint.
I knew I needed help. A friend dropped everything and came running to
my rescue to take me to South Muskoka Memorial Hospital. The staff in
the emergency department were polite, friendly and professional. I was
put on oxygen to help my breathing return to normal. After waiting for my
negative COVID test, I was admitted and following several tests, I learned I
had large clots in both my lungs causing the breathing problems. I was told
that had I not reacted when I did, there could have been really severe and
lasting complications. We are so blessed to have this wonderful hospital in
our community. The nurses were attentive, compassionate and kind. Thank
you, South Muskoka hospital staff for the deeply caring and thoroughly
professional treatment.”
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A perfect gift for the

holidays...

Consider giving a gift in honour of a special someone.
You can support the hospital and, at the same time,
offer a meaningful gift.

Each recipient will receive a
beautiful holiday card which can
be customized and mailed on
your behalf, or provided for you
to hand deliver.
What could be easier? Call or email for
more information, or go online to
www.healthmuskoka.ca/givetoday
(705) 645-4404 x3193
Email: info@healthmuskoka.ca
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Our Privacy Statement
South Muskoka Hospital Foundation appreciates your generous financial
support. We recognize your right to privacy and we pledge to protect it. The
information you have provided to us will be used to process your donation(s)
and to provide you with acknowlegement and an appropriate receipt.
From time to time, we may use your contact information to keep you informed
of other activities, events and/or fundraising opportunities in support of the
Foundation.
We are pleased to send you our biannual newsletter.
The South Muskoka Hospital Foundation does not trade or sell donor lists.
If at anytime you do not wish to be listed in our recognition programs or to
receive our newsletter, please contact us at: (705) 645-4404, ext. 3193 or
email at info@healthmuskoka.ca
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our community is our foundation.

